Systematic mutagenesis of TCR complementarity-determining region 3 residues: a single conservative substitution dramatically improves response to both multiple HLA-DR alleles and peptide variants.
To define the relative contributions of HLA and peptide contacts with TCR complementarity-determining region (CDR) 3 residues in T cell recognition, systematic mutagenesis and domain swapping was conducted on two highly similar TCRs that both respond to the influenza hemagglutinin (HA) peptide, HA307-319, but with different HLA restrictions. Despite the primary sequence similarity of these TCRs, exchange of as little as two CDR3 residues between them completely abrogated responsiveness. At position 95 within CDR3alpha, various substitutions still allowed for some degree of recognition. One modest substitution, alanine for glycine (essentially the addition of a methyl group), significantly broadened the specificity of the TCR. Transfectants expressing this mutant TCR responded strongly in the context of multiple HLA-DR alleles and to HA peptide variants with substitutions at each TCR contact residue. These results suggest that the conformations of CDR3 loops are crucial to TCR specificity and that it may not be reliable to extrapolate from primary sequence similarities in TCRs to similarities in specificity. The ease with which a broad specificity is induced in this mutant TCR has implications for the mechanisms and frequency of alloreactivity and promiscuity in T cell responses.